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Abstract
The f‒elements (lanthanides and actinides) have numerous applications and are
critically important to many industries, including the energy, security, and medical
industries. One of the barriers to increased use and availability of the f‒elements is the
difficulty in separating them from each other due to their similar chemistries. This is
especially true of the trivalent f‒elements (lanthanides and minor actinides). The
development of separation techniques that maximize the differences in the
physicochemical properties of the f‒elements is therefore an important area of research.
For these reasons, an effort was undertaken to explore the use of solid electrolyte
materials to accomplish separations of the f‒elements. The results of this work have led
to the development of a novel separation method at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for
accomplishing f‒element separations using inorganic solid electrolyte materials,
specifically beta´´‒alumina. The use of beta´´‒alumina was both investigated both as an
ion exchanger and selective membrane. Given the large dependence of superionic
conductivity upon the valence of mobile ions, oxidation state control of the ions to be
separated was explored. The high‒temperature regimes (greater than 300°C) required for
superionic conduction of multivalent metal ions in beta´´‒alumina necessitated the use of
molten salts as a medium to contain ions to interact with the solid electrolyte. These
studies also included the development of Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy for
determining the concentrations of f‒elements in the alumina based materials.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and motivation

2
1.1 Use of f‒elements in society
The f‒elements, comprised of the lanthanides (57La – 71Lu) and actinides (89Ac –
103Lr),

have numerous applications and are critically important to many industries,

including the energy, security, and medical industries. Neodymium, for example, is used
in NdFeB magnets and optical materials, such as in Nd:YAG lasers [1]. Europium is used
commonly used for its phosphorescent characteristics in electronic displays and as anti‒
counterfeiting phosphors in the euro currency [1, 2]. Actinium, specifically the alpha‒
emitting radionuclide

225

Ac, is being investigated for use in various modalities of alpha

radioimmunotherapy for the treatment of numerous types of cancer [3, 4]. Uranium,
perhaps the most prolifically known f‒element, is used as the fuel for nuclear energy
production, which currently generates roughly 20% of the United States’ and 14% of
world’s electricity [5]. Indeed, despite being unfamiliar by name to many, the f‒elements
are an integral part of daily activities around the globe, particularly in an era where
advanced technologies are increasingly used and commonplace. An important aspect of
using the f‒elements in electronic, optical, magnetic, medical and other advanced
technology applications is the purity of the raw materials, since even minute impurities
can decrease performance of f‒element materials.

1.2 Project motivation
The similar physicochemical properties of the f‒elements result in many of the
lanthanides and actinides (especially the transplutonium actinides, also known as the
minor actinides) sharing extraordinarily similar chemistries [1, 6‒10]. The lanthanides
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and minor actinides have an overwhelming preference for the trivalent oxidation state as
well as cationic radii that are close in size. The difference in trivalent cationic radii of the
lanthanides and minor actinides, when ranked in order of radii, average a difference of
only 0.9%. Separations of f‒elements adjacent on the periodic table are therefore
particularly difficult to accomplish, such as the lanthanide pair Eu and Sm or actinide pair
curium and americium. This results in long chemical processing schemes involving
numerous intricate separation steps in order to reach the purities required when
processing materials containing a large number of different f‒elements. These separations
are further complicated by the often radioactive nature of the f‒element species to be
separated, thereby altering the separation chemistries being used via radiolytic effects
[11]. Many of the routinely used separation methods rely upon organic and aqueous
solvents and materials, which are far more radiation sensitive compared to inorganic
solvents and materials.
A prime example of the need for improved f‒element separation technologies is
the possibility of a nuclear fuel cycle involving the complete or at least partial
reprocessing of used nuclear fuel. Although used nuclear fuel is not reprocessed in the
United States currently, there are many ongoing major research and development efforts
ranging in scope from fundamental to applied to everything in‒between [12]. A major
difficulty in the reprocessing of used nuclear fuel is the separation of the lanthanides and
minor actinides from each other. The used nuclear fuel that has been produced in the
United States consists predominately of uranium oxide based. After being used to
produce electricity in a nuclear reactor, a large build‒up of activation and fission products
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are present in the irradiated fuel. One metric ton of used nuclear fuel from a standard
Pressurized Water Reactor after a 10 year cooling period contains, in addition to the
remaining uranium and other fission products, roughly: 8.5 kg of plutonium, 0.13 kg of
the minor actinides (neptunium, americium, and curium), and 10.1 kg of the lanthanides
[6, 13]. A large amount of the products in the fuel consist of the lanthanides and minor
actinides, accounting for roughly two percent of the used nuclear fuel’s mass. At the
same time, a large amount of uranium oxide fuel is technically unused. While the
presence of certain activation and fission products called “poisons” cause the used
nuclear fuel to be unusable after a certain amount of irradiation, the remaining uranium
could be reused if purified through reprocessing since the 235U content has not been fully
depleted. In most used nuclear fuel reprocessing schemes, the lanthanides and minor
actinides follow each other closely given their similar physicochemical properties. It is,
however, desirable to separate the americium from the curium and lanthanides in order to
reduce the radiotoxicity of the waste from nuclear energy [12].
The separation of the lanthanides and minor actinides is also of critical
importance to the production of heavy elements at Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s
(ORNL) High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) and Radiochemical Engineering
Development Center (REDC) facilities. These facilities routinely produce transuranic
radioisotopes, such as

252

Cf and

249

Bk, for use as neutron, fission fragment, heat, and

other radiation sources as well as targets for super‒heavy element discovery [14‒16].
Neutron irradiation of the americium/curium targets used for

252

Cf production produces

large amounts of the lanthanides are through fission reactions. Since re‒use of the
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americium/curium target material is highly desired, the lanthanides have to be separated
from the americium/curium material. Additionally, although the feedstock that is used as
target material is comprised of both americium and curium, it would be ideal for the
target material to be purely heavy curium, specifically 246Cm and 248Cm [16].
Improved f‒element separations are also needed for improving the production of
lanthanide radioisotopes. For instance,

155

Eu is uniquely useful in nuclear battery

applications as a beta‒emitting radioisotope due to its long half‒life (t1/2 = 4.753 years),
low gamma emissions, and decay to stable 155Gd [17]. The major route for producing no‒
carried‒added 155Eu is to irradiate a 154Sm target with neutrons in a nuclear reactor, such
as the HFIR. The 154Sm captures a neutron and then quickly decays from 155Sm to 155Eu.
The difficulty in producing high‒purity

155

Eu comes from the similar chemistries of Eu

and Sm. The two elements are adjacent on the Periodic Table with trivalent cationic radii
differing only by 1% [18]. The amount of
amount of
gram of

154

154

155

Eu produced is much smaller than the

Sm target material, with roughly 1 – 3 milligrams of

155

Eu produced per

Sm [19]. Similarly, to separating Am and Cm from each other, the separation

of Eu and Sm is one of the most difficult in the production of purified lanthanides. This is
demonstrated well by the closely related partition coefficients of trivalent Eu and Sm in
common extractants used for solvent extraction separations of the lanthanides [1]. For
this reason, selective reduction of Eu in the presence of Sm using a zinc amalgam is often
used industrially after numerous solvent extraction steps [1, 2, 19]. The Eu2+ is then
precipitated out of the liquid phase, which is where Sm3+ remains dissolved.
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For the reasons mentioned here, it is highly desirable that highly effective f‒
element separation approaches be explored and developed, particularly those relevant to
the separation of the lanthanides and minor actinides.

1.3 Scope of work
A novel method for accomplishing separations involving the f‒elements has been
investigated. This new separation approach relies upon differences in the behavior of
multivalent cationic species of solid electrolytes, specifically the beta″‒alumina (BDPA)
solid electrolyte material. It offers an approach to separating the f‒elements that does not
utilize organic materials, which can be significantly more susceptible to radiation damage
than inorganic materials. Instead, inorganic chloride salts and simple metal oxide
materials are used to accomplish separations. Ultimately, the work presented herein lays
the groundwork for future research and development efforts that will investigate the use
of solid electrolytes to accomplish separations involving the f‒elements. It is hoped that
future work will include investigating this and related separation methods using solid
electrolytes for application in the production of purified stable rare earth materials,
lanthanide and actinide radioisotopes, heavy element production, as well as nuclear fuel
reprocessing.
Separations were achieved by ion exchange reactions both into and out of BDPA
as well as selective electrolysis into BDPA. The lanthanide pair Eu and Sm were
predominately used throughout these studies to investigate this new separation approach.
The separation of Eu and Sm was chosen for its relevance to the rare earth production
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industry and radioisotope production at ORNL. The solid electrolyte material BDPA was
chosen for these initial studies for several reasons. A surprisingly large number of
cations, ranging from monovalent to trivalent and including the lanthanides (except Pm),
have been reported as participating in ion exchange reactions with BDPA [20–25].
Additionally, BDPA is a robust, non‒hazardous, and relatively inexpensive material that
is commercially available. Because ion exchange reactions with BDPA typically require
temperatures greater than 300 °C and often 600 °C, molten chloride salts were
investigated as solvents for exchanging with BDPA instead of aqueous or organic
solvents. This work also involved the development of Laser Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS) as a method for quantifying the amount of Eu and Sm in samples of
BDPA. This was necessary since BDPA is an alumina based ceramic material and very
difficult to chemically or physically prepare for other analysis methods, such as
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry or Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical
Emission Spectroscopy. X‒ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) studies were carried
out in order to understand the oxidation state behavior of Eu and Sm in BDPA, which
was found to play a large role in the ion exchange reactions.
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2.1 Separation of the lanthanides and minor actinides
Lanthanide and actinide intra‒ and inter‒group separations are very difficult to
accomplish, with separations involving the lanthanides and minor actinides particularly
troublesome. This is due mainly to their preference for the trivalent cationic state and
similar size, which lead to very similar chemistries [1-5]. Additionally, it is often the case
that the lanthanides and actinides to be separated are highly radioactive and separations
are thereby complicated by radiolysis [6]. This is particularly troublesome for
hydrometallurgical separations utilizing aqueous solutions and organic molecules, which
are the most widely employed separation methods today.
Solvent extraction, precipitation/coprecipitation, and ion exchange methods have
historically been the most commonly employed methods for accomplishing separations
involving the lanthanides and actinides. Precipitation of fluoride salts was used at the
laboratory scale to accomplish early separations of uranium and plutonium [1]. The
bismuth phosphate process was utilized during the Manhattan project to produce the
plutonium for the Fat Man nuclear bomb used in World War II [1]. The resource
intensive precipitation separation methods were then replaced with solvent extraction
processes for large‒scale actinide separations. The Plutonium Uranium Reduction
Extraction (PUREX) process was eventually developed in the 1950’s [1]. The PUREX
process and its variants are still used today to process large quantities of used nuclear fuel
in countries such as France as well as irradiated actinide targets. A byproduct of the
PUREX process is a mixed aqueous raffinate solution containing a large mixture of
heavy metals in nitric acid, which include the lanthanide fission products and minor
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actinide activation products. In order to reduce the amount of radioactive high level waste
required for disposition in a geological repository, whether through consolidation or
minor actinide burn‒up in a fast reactor, a separation of the lanthanides and minor
actinides is required.
The TRUEX (TransUranic EXtraction), TRPO (TRialkyl Phosphine Oxides), and
DIAMEX (DIAMide Extraction) processes have and continue to be developed for
removing the trivalent lanthanides and minor actinides from PUREX raffinate solutions
to reduce the amount of high level waste produced from used nuclear fuel reprocessing
[1, 6–9]. These methods all make use of solvating extractants. TRUEX and TRPO use
phosphine oxides whereas DIAMEX uses malonamides. These methods do not, however,
accomplish a separation of the trivalent lanthanides and minor actinides from each other.
Thus, further processing is required if the minor actinides are to be burnt up in a fast
spectrum reactor or disposed of separately. In the case of heavy element production, such
as for 252Cf, additional processing steps would also be required to recover the americium
and curium from the lanthanides for future use as a feedstock material [11].
It is well known that the separation of the trivalent lanthanides and minor
actinides from each other can be accomplished through selective complexation with
molecules containing soft‒donor groups with nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorous [1-5].
The minor actinides bond more strongly with soft-donor ligands compared to the
lanthanides due to the higher covalent character of the bonding. This comes from the
higher involvement of the 5f electrons of the actinides compared to the 4f electrons of the
lanthanides in bonding [4]. The difference in involvement is due to the 4f electrons being
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shielded by the 5s2 and 5p6 orbitals. The 5f electrons are less effectively shielded and
therefore participate in bonding to a greater degree. Among the methods that rely upon
these differences is the TALSPEAK (Trivalent Actinide Lanthanide Separation with
Phosphorous‒reagent Extraction from Aqueous Komplexes) process, which uses the
partitioning of the actinides into an aqueous phase containing a complexant, such as
aminopolyacetic acid, and the lanthanides into an organic phase containing a extractant,
such as di(2‒ethlhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP or HA) [11]. Closely related to the
TALSPEAK process, the reverse TALSPEAK process involves the loading of both the
lanthanides and actinides into an organic phase and subsequent selective stripping of the
actinides into an aqueous phase [12]. Another approach is the TRAMEX process, in
which the actinides are extracted into a tertiary amine containing organic phase from a
highly concentrated lithium chloride solution containing the lanthanides and actinides
[13]. The ALSEP (Actinide Lanthanide SEParation) process, which is recently under
development, uses an acidic extractant in combination with a neutral extractant to
separate the lanthanides and minor actinides [7]. Ion exchange column separations have
also been investigated [14, 15]. However, a major drawback is the production of gases
and low‒stability of the ion exchange resins under radiolytic conditions. It should be
noted that all of these methods separate the lanthanides and minor actinides while they
remain in the stable trivalent oxidation state.
Approaches that utilize oxidation states other than the trivalent have been and
continue to be investigated for separating the lanthanides and minor actinides [16-20].
Americium, unlike the lanthanides and curium, can be oxidized and stabilized in aqueous
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solutions to the pentavalent and hexavalent oxidation states. Thus, a separation of
americium from the lanthanides and curium can be accomplished. Processes that take this
approach include the SESAME process [17]. Oxidizing agents such as sodium bismuthate
have also been used to accomplish separations of the lanthanides and/or minor actinides
[20].
Most of the hydrometallurgical techniques that have been investigated to date to
achieve a separation between actinides and lanthanides have been described above. Major
drawbacks of the current techniques include: (1) use of materials highly susceptible to
radiolysis; (2) use of expensive ligands; (3) separation processes that are difficult to
scale; and (4) production of large quantities of complicated chemical and radiological
waste.
It should be noted that pyroprocessing techniques are also being seriously
explored for reprocessing used nuclear fuel by the United States, South Korea, and other
countries [21-24]. In contrast to PUREX and other organic/aqueous based methods,
pyroprocessing involves the use of molten salts (e.g. LiCl‒KCl or NaCl‒KCl) and molten
metals (e.g. cadmium or bismuth). Although variants certainly exist, the favored
approach is to electrochemically reduce spent oxide fuel, which comprises the vast
majority of used nuclear fuel in the United States. The electrochemical reduction is
carried out once the oxide fuel has been dissolved into a molten salt, such as Li2O‒LiCl.
Reduced oxide fuel or metallic fuel is then dissolved in a molten salt, such as LiCl‒KCl,
and electrorefining is carried in order to purify uranium for reuse. In several
pyroprocessing schemes, plutonium and minor actinides follow with uranium in the
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processing scheme and are incorporated in mixed fuels. However, the used molten salts
contain significant amounts of the lanthanides as well as residual minor actinides. It is
highly desirable for these contaminated pyroprocessing salts to be recycled in order to
reduce the volume of highly radioactive waste going to a final geological repository [25].
Current methods under serious consideration are crystallization, distillation, precipitation,
and zeolite occlusion [25, 26]. Crystallization works to some extent but is not highly
effective and requires lengthy processing times. Distillation requires large differences in
vapor pressures between the species to be separated from each other and again lengthy
process times. The precipitation of lanthanide fission product and minor actinide
elements (as oxides/oxychlorides or phosphates) from molten salt eutectics has also been
investigated. After the precipitation step, the molten salt is cooled and the two phases
(purified salt and precipitated lanthanides) are mechanically separated. This can lead to
significant contamination due to the spreading of salt material during the mechanical
processing. Issues with precipitation also include the requirements of either high
temperatures and corrosive environment (oxygen sparging for oxide/oxychlorides
approach) or very accurately knowing the salt composition (phosphate approach). The
favored method, zeolite occlusion, involves the ion exchange of contaminants in molten
salts with inorganic zeolite materials [26]. Drawbacks of this approach include large
volumes of waste produced and temperature stability of the zeolite material itself. All of
the methods mentioned do not aim to accomplish a separate of the lanthanides from the
minor actinides.
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2.2 Separations using solid electrolytes
A relatively unexplored method of accomplishing separations involving the f‒
elements is to use solid electrolytes, which are materials exhibiting macroscopic ionic
conduction with conductivities on the same order as room temperature liquid
electrolyte solutions (10-3 to 10 Ω-1 cm-1) [27-29]. Overwhelmingly, solid electrolytes
have been researched and developed for use in battery, sensor, and fuel cell
technologies [27-33]. Solid electrolytes offer enhanced lifetimes, higher energy
densities, and increased safety when used in battery technologies [32, 33]. The largest
application of solid electrolytes in the battery arena is for lithium ion batteries.
Applications of solid electrolytes have included sensor technologies, such as for the
measurement of oxygen and hydrogen content in gaseous and liquid media [31]. The
possibility of measuring hydrogen isotope ratios has even been investigated [34]. Fuel
cell technologies rely upon the use of oxide and other ion conducting solid electrolyte
materials, such as in solid oxide fuel cells [30, 31].
A solid electrolyte can be broken down into two pieces: the immobile scaffold
structure and the mobile ionic species [27, 28]. Whether a specific solid electrolyte
conducts a given species depends upon the characteristics of the solid electrolyte and
experimental parameters (e.g. temperature or pressure). The scaffold structure or
framework of the solid electrolyte, which is immobile, must provide a pathway for the
mobile ionic species to be conducted through. Some solid electrolytes are conductive
towards only one mobile species, such as is often the case with lithium ion
conductors, while others can conduct multiple elements at the same time. In order for
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a given solid electrolyte material to be used for a separation, it must exhibit different
conductivities towards the different elements to be separated from each other. When a
solid electrolyte conducts multiple elements/species, the difference in conductivity
between the mobile ionic species is dependent upon characteristics such as
polarizability, ionic radius, valency, and mass. For instance, the conductivities of
several trivalent cations, including several of the lanthanides, have been shown to
have markedly different conductivity values in the tungstates and molybdates with the
Sc2(WO4)3‒type structure [35, 36]. The difference in conductivities arises largely
from polarizability and ionic radii size. One of the largest effects on relative
conductivities of two mobile ions is the valence state. Both divalent and trivalent Eu
cations are both mobile in the BDPA solid electrolyte but their conductivities are
several orders of magnitude different from each other [37]. A key takeaway is that
solid electrolytes are selective towards which ion or ions are conducted. It would
therefore seem natural to explore the use of solid electrolytes to separate elements
from each other. However, relatively few examples of using solid electrolytes in
elemental separation techniques exist in comparison to the other applications
mentioned.
Perhaps the most studied application of solid electrolytes for separations is that
of producing high‒purity oxygen from air, for which ceramic oxygen ion conducting
solid electrolytes have used to “pump” oxygen away from the other components of
ambient air [38, 39]. Typically, the separation apparatus is comprised of a ceramic
solid electrolyte membrane separating two compartments. Oxygen ions migrate
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through the solid electrolyte membrane from one compartment to the other. It is
possible to drive the oxygen separation using either an applied potential or pressure
difference. For example, Dongsheng et al. investigated the use of Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 as
the oxygen ion conducting ceramic solid electrolyte membrane for onboard oxygen
generation in airplanes [38]. They found the use of an electrical driving force to be the
best option for that application and were able to produce 99.9% pure oxygen with a
recovery rate of 85%. There are also a few instances of a ceramic solid electrolyte
membrane being used to separate lithium from other alkali metals. Kunugi et al. used
a perovskite-type oxide, La0.55Li0.35TiO3, to separate lithium from an aqueous solution
containing equimolar amounts of LiCl, NaCl, and KCl [40]. Although successful, the
lithium ion conducting ceramic solid electrolyte material did not have a great stability
in water. A recent study by Hoshino similarly extracted lithium selectivity from
seawater using a lithium ion conducting solid electrolyte. However, the solid
electrolyte used is a glassy-ceramic material that is significantly more stable in
aqueous solutions with a nominal composition of Li2O-Al2O3-SiO2-P2O5-TiO2-GeO2
[41]. It is interesting to note that Hoshino was able to recover lithium from seawater
while producing electricity rather than consuming it. Researchers at Sandia National
Laboratory have investigated the selective conduction of lithium and potassium from
a molten LiCl‒KCl salt containing impurities such as cesium, with the goal being to
recycle used salts from pyroprocessing operations [42]. It was found that NaSICON‒
type and garnet‒structured lithium lanthanum tantalite (LLTO) solid electrolytes
could be used to selectively conduct lithium and potassium in the presence of cesium.
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Subsidiaries of CoorsTek have published documents stating the separation of
hydrogen, lithium, sodium, and oxygen from complicated aqueous and organic waste
streams [43, 44]. In each of the discussed studies, the solid electrolyte is used as a
membrane type separator in which at least two compartments are separated by the
solid electrolyte material thereby allowing only certain ions to pass between
compartments. There are several other possible approaches to using solid electrolytes
to separate elements from each other, including ion exchange reactions.
Although they have not been investigated specifically for separations, a great
deal of work that has been done to study ion exchange reactions involving solid
electrolytes [tango]. The main purpose in those studies has been to synthesize
metastable compounds not accessible through direct synthetic routes. A prime
example of this is the exchange of mono‒, di‒, and even trivalent cations with beta‒
alumina and BDPA [45-51]. Toropov and Stukalova first performed ion exchange
reactions with beta‒alumina initially containing sodium to prepare calcium,
strontium, barium, and rubidium containing derivatives [50]. Yao and Kummer later
investigated ion exchange reactions of the monovalent cations from molten salts with
sodium containing beta‒alumina [51]. An important observation from their work was
that a fractionation of the two elements involved in the ion exchange reaction
occurred due to the stabilities of each species between the molten salt and solid
electrolyte phases. For a reaction between potassium and sodium chloride salts with
beta‒alumina, it was found that potassium favored the molten salt and sodium the
solid electrolyte phases [51]. This behavior was reversed when the chloride melt was
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replaced with an iodide melt. Farrington and co-workers further studied ion exchange
reactions of divalent and trivalent cations with BDPA [45-47]. Several of the
lanthanides were exchanged into the BDPA, including Eu and Sm.
This work is intended to answer the question of whether or not solid
electrolytes can be used to accomplish separations involving the f‒elements.
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3.2 Abstract
The development of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy as a technique for
quantification of Eu and Sm concentrations in ceramic aluminum oxide samples was
accomplished for application to studying lanthanide separation processes. Metal oxide
powders of Eu and/or Sm were mixed with aluminum oxide at varying concentrations
and pressed into pellets. Both univariate and multivariate linear regression methodologies
were used to build calibration curves from data subsets of the laser induced breakdown
spectroscopy measurements of the pellets. A comparison between the univariate and
multivariate methodologies is presented. A linear behavior was seen over the total
lanthanide concentration range from 0.086 to 12.358 weight percent (wt %). The
calculated limits of detection for the univariate calibration curves were determined to
range from 0.001 to 0.108 wt % and 0.001 and 0.183 wt % for Eu and Sm, respectively.
The calculated limits of detection for the multivariate calibration curves were determined
to range from 0.013 to 0.019 wt % and 0.005 to 0.015 wt % for Eu and Sm, respectively.
The univariate analyses yielded slightly better figures of merit compared to the
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multivariate analyses. However, multivariate analysis was much more readily
implemented.

3.3 Introduction
The rare earth elements are used in many advanced science and technology
applications. However, separating the rare earths from each other is extremely difficult.
This is especially true for lanthanide pairs adjacent to each other on the periodic table,
such as Eu and Sm [1]. As such, a great deal of research and development effort is put
forth toward improving current separation methods and developing new ones. Recently,
work carried out at ORNL has investigated the novel use of BDPA as a separation
material for separating lanthanides from each other [2]. Several approaches to using
BDPA to accomplish separations have been investigated with a common parameter of
interest being the concentration of the rare earths in the BDPA material at various points
in the experimental procedure.
Previously, Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) has been used to quantitatively
determine the elemental concentrations of the rare earths, such as Eu and Sm, in the
BDPA matrix [2]. NAA is advantageous because it has a very high sensitivity, is not
matrix dependent, and requires little to no preparation of the samples [3]. The ability to
analyze samples without sample preparation is particularly useful given the chemical and
physical robustness of alumina ceramics such as BDPA [4]. Many other and more
common analytical techniques, such as Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
(ICP‒MS), require difficult sample digestion steps and dilutions by several orders of
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magnitude to be performed prior to analysis. However, a major drawback to NAA is that
the samples become radioactive and remain so for a long period of time, given the long
half‒lives of many lanthanide activation products. This prevents the exact same samples
from being analyzed multiple times throughout the separation process and therefore
inhibits a more accurate picture of the separation process from being constructed. It also
requires the use of a neutron source with a high flux, such as ORNL’s High Flux Isotope
Reactor, for high‒sensitivity measurements, which is not a commonly available resource.
It is therefore desirable to use a different technique capable of quantitatively determining
the concentrations of the rare earths in BDPA that would be essentially nondestructive
and applicable to the robust alumina matrix. For these reasons, Laser Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS) was investigated for use in quantifying Eu and Sm concentrations in
an alumina matrix.
LIBS is a technique capable of analyzing a wide variety of sample matrices,
including physically and chemically robust ceramic matrices such as BDPA, without the
need of lengthy and cumbersome sample preparation [5]. LIBS involves the formation of
a plasma on the surface of the material being analyzed which then emits light
representative of the elemental composition of the plasma. The plasma is formed from a
small amount (few hundred nanograms) of laser‒ablated material and therefore is
effectively nondestructive. This technique is especially advantageous when analyzing
samples that are difficult to digest, as is the case with ceramics such as high‒density
alumina. However, it can be difficult to obtain quantitative information from LIBS
measurements for reasons including: signal interference from self‒adsorption by the
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sample or interaction with the surrounding atmosphere; matrix effects due to
inhomogeneity in samples; and differences in plasma formation from shot to shot due to
variability in the laser pulse parameters, as well as the physicochemical nature of the
samples of interest [6].
A variety of methodologies have nonetheless been successfully utilized to obtain
quantitative information from LIBS measurements [5–7]. The most commonly used
involve the building of some form of a linear regression model using a set of standards. It
is often the case that the standards used must have essentially the same matrix as the
unknown samples to overcome the common issue of matrix effects. For example, a
regression model for quantification of Eu and Sm concentrations in samples with a
carbon matrix, as was built by Martin et al., would likely not be useful for analyzing
samples with an aluminum oxide matrix, despite all other parameters and instrumentation
being the same [8]. Regression models measure the response values in the LIBS spectral
data for standards and correlate them with known concentrations of the analytes of
interest [6]. Regression models fall into two categories, namely univariate and
multivariate. The former correlates one value of response in the LIBS spectral data to one
value of analyte concentration. The latter correlates multiple response values in the LIBS
spectral data to determine the concentration of one or more analytes. Other
methodologies are under development which are calibration‒free have shown promise
but

require

a

significant

implementation [7].

amount

of

additional

work

prior
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This paper focuses on a comparison of the application of univariate and
multivariate linear regression analysis methodologies to the quantification of Eu and Sm
in an alumina oxide matrix.

3.4 Materials and Characterization
3.4.1 Instrumentation
LIBS measurements were performed at ORNL’s Radiochemical Engineering
Development Center. The measurements were taken using a LIBSCAN‒150 Laser
Induced Breakdown Spectrometer system from Applied Photonics Ltd., based in the
United Kingdom. The laser used in the system was a passively Q‒switched Nd:YAG
laser (manufactured by Applied Photonics Ltd.). The mean pulse energy of the laser is
161 mJ with a standard deviation of 2.25 mJ and the output wavelength is 1064 nm.
Measurements from six spectrometers were stitched together to give a wavelength
measurement range of 182.27 nm to 909.37 nm. The characteristics of the LIBS system
are listed in Table 3.1. The LIBSoft software package (version 16.1) from Applied
Photonics Ltd was used to perform the LIBS measurements.

3.4.2 Sample preparation
The samples used as calibration standards were prepared by mixing high‒purity
metal oxide powders of Sm and/or Eu (purity >99.95%, Alfa Aesar) with high purity
Al2O3 (purity >99.99%, Alfa Aesar). The lanthanide concentrations in ten single element
standards containing either Eu or Sm ranged from 0.086 to 12.358 wt %. The four multi‒
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element standards that contained both Sm and Eu had individual lanthanide
concentrations ranging from 0.860 to 5.300 wt %. After each metal oxide powder mixture
was prepared, the mixtures were pressed into pellets using a manual hydraulic press with
a pressure of approximately 15 ton cm-2. A blank pellet of pure Al2O3 was prepared in
addition to those containing Eu and/or Sm. The pellets formed had a diameter of 1 cm
and average thickness of 2 mm. The pellets were put under pressure for approximately
two minutes, and no binder was used to form the pellets. The pellets were stored in small
plastic bags after being pressed prior to and after performing the LIBS measurements.

3.4.3 Acquisition of the spectral data
Spectral data were acquired at three locations on each side of the pellets for a total
of six locations on each pellet. The data for each spot were acquired using ten shots of the
laser. No conditioning shots were used. Inert argon gas was flowed at a constant rate
prior to and throughout the LIBS measurements. The integration time used was 1.10 ms
and the integration delay was 1.27 µs.

3.4.4 Selection of the emission lines for univariate analysis
Several useful emission lines were identified from a survey of the literature on
LIBS measurements of Eu and Sm in conjunction with processing the spectral data
produced in this study [8–11]. Many of the spectral lines noted in the literature were
present in the measured spectra and found to be correctly assigned to each element.
However, many of the emission lines noted in the literature had a significant amount of
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noise or interference, making them undesirable for use in building univariate regression
models. Three emission lines each for Eu and Sm as well as two for Al were selected for
use in building the univariate regression models. This was accomplished by comparing
the spectral lines found in the spectra of pure Al2O3, Eu2O3‒Al2O3, and Sm2O3‒Al2O3
pellets. The selected emission lines used to build the univariate regression models are
given in Table 3.2.

3.4.5 Construction of the calibration curves
Several different approaches to constructing the calibration curves were
implemented. The first two approaches both used a univariate simple linear regression
(SLR) model and the background‒subtracted integrated area of the respective Eu and Sm
emission lines, which are listed in Table 3.2. The first approach correlated the known
concentration of an analyte in a standard to the normalized value of an integrated
emission line to give a response signal (SE). The integrated area of a nearby background
region was used to normalize the data [11]. It is important to note that the region used for
the background in this approach should be as close to the emission line as possible and
always measured by the same spectrometer. The signal (Sα) of each emission line for
analyte A at wavelength α was therefore calculated by the equation
S! =

A ! − B!
B!

with Aα being the integral of the emission line at wavelength α and Bβ the integral of the
background at wavelength β [11]. The second methodology instead normalized the
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integral of the emission line to a background subtracted internal standard (I), as given by
the equation
S! =

A ! − B!
I! − C!

with Cδ being the integral of the background for the internal standard at wavelength
δ [12]. Three emission lines of Eu and Sm, given in Table 3.2, were investigated using
each of the two univariate approaches. The internal standard used for the second
approach was either the emission line of Al at 308.205 or 309.281 nm. Thus, a set of nine
calibration curves was produced for both Eu and Sm by the univariate SLR
methodologies. Outlier values for the calculated Sα signal values were defined as being
more than 1.5 interquartile ranges above or below the first and third quartiles,
respectively. The outliers were removed from the data subsequent to identification and
were not used to build the calibration curves. The integrals of the emission lines and
background areas were calculated using the PLASUS SpecLine software package
(version 2.1). The data were then exported into Microsoft Excel for graphing and linear
fitting.
The third approach was to build multivariate regression models using partial least
square (PLS) regression analysis, which is the most commonly used chemometric
technique to determine concentrations from LIBS measurements [6]. PLS regression
analysis correlates one or more dependent variables (i.e., concentrations) to two or more
independent variables (i.e., spectral data). The PLS‒1 algorithm is used for single
element concentrations, whereas the PLS‒2 algorithm is used for calculating the
concentrations of multiple elements from the same set of data. The Unscrambler® X
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(version 10.4) software package made by CAMO Software was used to perform the PLS
regression analysis. Both untreated and pretreated LIBS data were used to construct the
multivariate regression models. No pretreatment of the data was carried out prior to PLS
regression analysis. Single element calibration curves were constructed using the PLS‒1
algorithm on the single element standards. Multi‒element calibration curves were
constructed using the PLS‒2 algorithm on both the single and multi‒element standards.
Outliers were identified and removed from the analysis routine. In total, four models and
six calibration curves were constructed using multivariate PLS regression analysis. The
first model was constructed using the LIBS spectral data from the Eu2O3‒Al2O3 single
element standards. The second model used the Sm2O3‒Al2O3 single element standards.
The third model used the Al2O3 and Eu2O3‒Al2O3 multi‒element standards, and the
fourth model used all of the standards.

3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Selection of emission lines for univariate analysis
Full range spectra representative of those collected throughout this study are
presented in Figure 3.1. The four spectra shown in Figure 3.1 are for pure Al2O3 as well
as Al2O3 mixed with Eu2O3 and/or Sm2O3. It can be seen that LIBS measurements of
samples containing both Eu and Sm produce more complex spectra compared to the pure
Al2O3 and single analyte (Eu or Sm) mixtures. As has been noted elsewhere by Martin et
al., LIBS measurements of rare earth mixtures can yield dense and often overlapping
emission lines [8]. This can cause difficulties in selecting emission lines for use in
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univariate analysis routines, which quickly becomes a tedious task. Regardless, the
spectra shown in Figure 3.1 were plotted together and used to identify emission lines
without overlap for use in building the univariate SLR analysis models. Three emission
lines were found for Eu and Sm, as well as two for Al. The selected emission lines are
given in Table 3.2. Previous work by others in quantifying Eu and Sm did not use several
of the emission lines identified in this study [8–11]. Differences in instrumentation and
the sample matrix could have led to different lines being identified and useful for
quantification. Certain emission lines can be either absent or present due to differences in
self‒adsorption effects when comparing samples with different matrices.

3.5.2 Calibration curves from univariate analysis
Nine different calibration curves were built using univariate SLR analysis for Eu
and Sm in the single element and multi‒element Al2O3 samples. Thus, thirty‒six
calibration curves were built in total using univariate methodologies. Figure 3.2 shows
graphs of the univariate calibration curves with the highest values of the coefficient of
determination (R2) from each set of nine. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 list the figures of merit for
each of the univariate SLR calibration curves that were built. The figures of merit used
were the R2 value as well as the root mean square error (RMSE) and limit of detection
(LOD), both in units of analyte wt % of the total sample mass. The LOD was calculated
using the equation
LOD =

3𝜎!
b
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with σα being the standard deviation at wavelength α and b being the slope of the
calibration curve equation [6]. The first two calibration curves in Figure 3.2 were built
from the LIBS measurements of single element standards containing only one of the
lanthanides, either Eu or Sm, in an Al2O3 matrix. The second two calibration curves were
built from the LIBS measurements of standards containing both Eu and Sm in an Al2O3
matrix. Ten different concentrations of the lanthanides ranging from 0.086 to
12.360 wt % were used for the single element standards. Four different concentrations of
the lanthanides ranging from 0.860 to 5.300 wt % were used for the multi‒element
standards.
The calibration curves built from the multi‒element standards have unsurprisingly
better statistics with the average figures of merit being higher in all three categories. The
multi‒element standards, which were fewer in number, were in the concentration region
of best (most linear) response resulting in lower percent errors and closer linear fits to the
measured data. Indeed, calibration curves built from the single element standards using
the same four concentrations as the multi‒element standards yielded slightly improved
figures of merit. One source of error that causes this difference is the interferences
inherent with having an increasing number of elements present in the samples. The
overlap of peaks is a particular issue when analyzing samples with a large variety of
elements. The lanthanide series has a particularly large number of peaks that overlap.
However, careful selection of the emission lines as described earlier was able to largely
overcome these issues and maintain high figures of merit for the calibration curves built
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from multi‒element standards. A second source of interference aside from overlapping
peaks is an increase in the background, as shown in Figure 3.1.
It can be seen from Tables 3.3 and 3.4 that normalizing the measured LIBS data
to a nearby background region generally results in a poorer calibration compared to
normalizing to either of the Al emission lines. Additionally, normalization to the Al
308.205 nm emission line on average resulted in slightly higher quality calibrations than
normalization to the Al 309.281 nm emission line. The best emission lines to use for
building a univariate calibration curve for Eu and Sm appear to be 390.693 nm and
474.556 nm, respectively. This designation is based upon a consideration of all three
figures of merit.

3.5.3 Calibration curves from multivariate analysis
Six calibration curves were built in total using multivariate PLS regression
analysis to quantify Eu and Sm concentrations in an Al2O3 matrix. The six calibration
curves, shown in Figure 3.3, consisted of: Eu from the Eu2O3‒Al2O3 single element
standards; Sm from the Sm2O3‒Al2O3 single element standards; Sm from the Al2O3 and
Eu2O3‒Sm2O3‒Al2O3 multi‒element standards; Eu from the Al2O3 and Eu2O3‒Sm2O3‒
Al2O3 multi‒element standards; Sm from all of the standards; and Eu from all of the
standards. Figure 3.4 shows graphs of the percentage of explained variance as a function
of the number of principal components (PCs) in the multivariate model. Convention is
that fewer PCs are better, and more than ten is likely integrating undesirable noise into
the model. The optimized number of PCs determined by the analysis software ranged
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from 3 to 5 for the multivariate models produced in this work. High R2 values were
obtained for the calibration curves from multivariate analysis, with the lowest being
0.9083 for Eu from all of the standards. Table 3.5 lists the figures of merit for each of the
multivariate PLS calibration curves that were built.

3.6 Conclusion
Univariate and multivariate methodologies for building linear calibration curves
from LIBS measurements were applied for quantifying the concentrations of Eu and Sm
in an Al2O3 matrix. Univariate calibration curves were built in two ways. The first was to
normalize the background‒subtracted integrated emission line to a nearby background
region. The second was to normalize the background‒subtracted integrated emission line
to one of two background‒subtracted integrated aluminum emission lines. It was found
that normalizing to one of the aluminum emission lines yielded high‒quality calibration
curves, as evidenced by higher R2 values, as well as lower RMSE and LOD values.
Additionally, the univariate calibration curves were built using two different types of
datasets, specifically single element standards and multi‒element standards. The single
element standards were either Eu or Sm in Al2O3. The multi‒element standards were both
Eu and Sm in Al2O3. The multi‒element standards yielded higher‒quality calibration
curves compared to those built from the single element standards. This is largely due to
the concentration ranges used to build the calibration curves. The single element
standards spanned a larger concentration range than the multi‒element standards.
Calibration curves were also built using multivariate PLS regression analysis. Three
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different types of datasets were used; single element standards, multi‒element standards,
and all of the standards. The presence of both Eu and Sm complicated the analysis, as
evidenced by the generally worse figures of merit for the multivariate calibration curves
built from LIBS measurements of all of the standards. The best figures of merit for both
univariate and multivariate analysis were very close together, with the univariate analysis
yielding slightly better figures of merit. However, multivariate analysis was significantly
easier to implement compared to univariate analysis. Given the similar figures of merit
and ease of implementation, multivariate SLR analysis was used throughout the
remainder of the studies described herein to determine the concentrations of Eu and Sm
in alumina samples by LIBS.
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Chapter 4: Oxidation state behavior of Eu and Sm in beta´´‒alumina by X‒ray
photoelectron spectroscopy
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4.1 Disclosure
This chapter is based on two manuscripts with slight revisions added for
coherence. The first manuscript has been submitted to Surface Science Spectra
(Accepted). The full list of authors includes Kristian G. Myhre, Harry M. Meyer III, and
Miting Du. The role of Kristian G. Myhre was to design and perform all experiments,
process and analyze all data, and prepare the manuscript for submission. The second
manuscript is in preparation for submission to a journal. The full list of authors includes
Kristian G. Myhre and Miting Du. The role of Kristian G. Myhre was to design and
perform all experiments, process and analyze all data, and prepare the manuscript for
submission.

4.2 Abstract
The oxidation state behavior of Eu and Sm in BDPA after high temperature ion
exchange reactions was studied using XPS. Derivatives of BDPA containing were
synthesized to contain various mixtures of Eu and Sm using high temperature ion
exchange reactions under various atmospheric conditions (air, argon, and vacuum)
between LnCl3 salts and Na‒BDPA. The ratio of Eu to Sm was varied with ratios of Eu to
Sm ranging from 1:0, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, and 0:1. It was found that Eu3+ was selectively
reduced to Eu2+ during the ion exchange reaction of LnCl3 salts with Na‒BDPA. The
reduction of Eu to its divalent state was found to be dependent upon the ratio of Eu to
Sm. It was also found to depend upon the atmosphere conditions of the ion exchange
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reaction. The Sm in both pure Sm and mixed Ln BDPA samples was measured to remain
Sm3+.

4.3 Introduction
BDPA has been widely studied as a solid electrolyte to conduct Na+ ions in
sodium sulfur batteries of interest for use in large‒scale energy storage settings [1].
Numerous other applications of BDPA derivatives containing various ions have been
investigated. These include as ion selective electrode materials for pyroprocessing
safeguards and optical materials for lasers technologies [2-4]. Recently, BDPA has been
investigated at ORNL as an ion exchange material for use in separating Eu and Sm from
each other [5].
An important aspect of the separation process is the oxidation state behavior of Eu
and Sm in the BDPA material throughout the separation (see Chapter 5 and Chapter 6).
Depending upon the oxidation states of Eu and Sm in the BDPA, either Eu or Sm will be
preferentially extracted from the BDPA using a molten salt, such as NaCl. The difference
in conductivities between Ln2+ and Ln3+ species in BDPA can be utilized to selectively
extract the more conductive Ln2+ species. For instance, Eu2+ has a conductivity value in
BDPA four orders of magnitude greater than Eu3+ [6]. In the case of separating Eu from
Sm using this approach, Eu is reduced and stabilized to Eu2+ in BDPA while Sm remains
Sm3+. An ion exchange reaction between a molten salt, such as NaCl, and the Eu2+/Sm3+‒
BDPA material could therefore involve the selective extraction of Eu2+ out of the BDPA
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material given that the higher mobility should lead to faster ion exchange kinetics with
the Na+.
The synthesis of Eu‒BDPA containing both Eu2+and Eu3+ have been reported in
the literature previously [6-10]. Those studies predominately relied upon the luminescent
properties of the Eu/Sm‒BDPA to show the presence of Eu2+and/or Eu3+ in BDPA.
Mössbauer spectroscopy utilizing the 21.6 keV transition of
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Eu (47.81% natural

isotopic abundance) has also been used [10]. A noted difficulty was the determination of
the Eu2+ to Eu3+ ratio. Comparison between studies is further complicated given the noted
dependence of the Eu2+ to Eu3+ ratio on the processing history. It has been observed the
thermal history and exposure to moisture can both effect the structural properties of
BDPA derivatives [11]. XPS measurements have been utilized to answer some of the
questions regarding the oxidation state behavior of Eu in the BDPA structure. A
discussion on the dependence of the reduction of Eu on total Ln concentration and
atmospheric conditions during ion exchange of Eu and Sm into BDPA containing Na is
presented.

4.4 Materials and Characterization
4.4.1 Sample Preparation
EuCl3 (anhydrous, 99.99%) and SmCl3 (anhydrous, 99.9%) were purchased from
Alfa Aesar. EuCl3 hydrate (REacton, 99.9% REO) and SmCl3 hydrate (REacton, 99.9%
REO) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. NH4Cl (analytical reagent) was purchased from
Mallinckrodt. Mixtures of the LnCl3 were produced by mixing the appropriate amounts
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of the anhydrous or hydrated chlorides with an agate mortar and pestle. The hydrated
chlorides were then mixed with a large molar excess of NH4Cl with an agate mortar and
pestle. Na‒BDPA was purchased as large pieces from Ionotec Ltd. The larges pieces
were subsequently cut into smaller pieces with dimensions of about 2 mm x 2 mm x 1
mm using diamond tooling. The Na‒BDPA pieces were buried in an excess of the mixed
lanthanide chloride powders inside of high‒purity quartz ampoules. Some of the samples
were sealed under high vacuum to achieve an oxygen depleted atmosphere with reduced
pressure. The other samples were in open quartz ampoules and reacted with either static
air or flowing argon gas at pressure nominally ambient. All of the samples were heated
for 24 hours at 650 °C in a large crucible furnace to achieve the synthesis by ion
exchange of the lanthanide BDPA derivatives, as described previously in the literature.
The only exception is that the hydrated EuCl3‒SmCl3 mixture with an excess amount of
NH4Cl was heated to 700 °C under an argon atmosphere. After the samples were heated
for 24 hours, the residual EuCl3‒SmCl3 was removed using a small amount of water.
Each sample was then patted dry with a Kimwipe and mounted on a glass slide using an
adhesive strip for XPS analysis.

4.4.2 X‒ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The XPS measurements of the Eu‒ and/or Sm‒BDPA samples were taken using a
Thermo Scientific K‒Alpha system operated in constant energy analyzer mode. The XPS
instrument has a double‒focusing hemispherical analyzer and position sensitive detector
with 128 detector elements. The excitation source was a water‒cooled aluminum‒coated
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anode. The source energy was 1486.68 eV and strength was 72 W. The beam size was
400 × 400 µm and the analyzer width was 60 × 60 mm. Survey scans were taken to
identify the elements present in the samples. Subsequently, narrow region scans were
taken to obtain higher resolution data on the peaks of interest. The samples were not
charging, and no energy scale correction was needed. The binding energies measured by
the spectrometers were calibrated using the Au 4f7/2 peak at 83.9 eV, Ag 3d5/2 peak at
368.2 eV and Cu 2p3/2 peak at 932.6 eV. Thermo Avantage software version 4.61 was
used to carry out the background subtraction as well as the determinations of peak
positions and FWHM values. The atomic concentrations were calculated using the Al
Scofield sensitivity factors in the Thermo Avantage software version 4.61. The major
peaks of interest used in this study to determine the oxidation states of Eu and Sm were in
the 3d regions of Eu and Sm (highlighted in Figure 4.1). Specifically, the Eu 3d5/2
emission lines at 1126.3 eV and 1136.3 eV were used to quantify the amount of Eu2+ and
Eu3+, respectively [12, 13]. The Sm3+ 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 emission lines at 1111.9 eV and
1084.5 eV, respectively, were present in all spectra [14, 15]. No evidence of Sm2+ of was
observed.

4.5 Results and Discussion
Carrillo‒Cabrera et al. proposed a mechanism for the reduction of Eu3+to Eu2+ in
the BDPA structure, which is comprised of alternating layers of Al2O3 spinel layers and
conduction planes containing oxygen and mobile cations, such as Eu and Sm [6]. The
first step is for oxygen to be removed from the conduction plane in the BDPA structure
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containing Eu3+. The removal of the oxygen is proposed to leave behind two electrons
trapped in the oxygen vacancy. The second step is for two Eu3+atoms to be reduced to
Eu2+ by electron trapping. Finally, the leftover oxygen vacancy moves into the spinel
block of the BDPA structure. If this is the mechanism, it is reasonable to assume that the
presence and partial pressure of oxygen should effect the reduction of Eu. It is therefore
logical that a lower oxygen pressure in the atmosphere surrounding the BDPA would
favor the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ within the BDPA structure. The preparation of
Eu/Sm‒BDPA samples under various atmospheric conditions was carried out to elucidate
the effect of oxygen and pressure on the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+. The spectra collected
from XPS measurements of Eu/Sm‒BDPA samples prepared under various atmospheric
conditions from anhydrous EuCl3‒SmCl3 mixtures with a Eu to Sm ratio of about 1:1 are
given in Figure 4.2 (Eu 3d region spectra). The XPS spectra in the Eu 3d region of a
Eu/Sm‒BDPA sample prepared from the reaction of Na‒BDPA and a EuCl3‒SmCl3
[50:50] hydrate mixture with an excess of NH4Cl at 700 °C for 24 hours under an argon
atmosphere is also given in Figure 4.2. The corresponding Sm 3d region spectra are given
in Figure 4.3.
All four spectra of Figure 4.2 show evidence of both Eu2+ and Eu3+. The
percentages of Eu present as Eu2+ in the samples prepared under air and argon were both
about 12%. The only difference between the two samples is that one was prepared with
oxygen present and the other without (both at or near to ambient pressure). A much
higher Eu2+ content of 32% was measured in the Eu/Sm‒BDPA sample prepared under
vacuum. It is therefore evident that the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ during the ion exchange
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reaction depends upon the presence of oxygen and the overall pressure of the surrounding
atmosphere. This correlates well with previous work on the preparation of Eu2+‒BDPA
and Eu3+‒BDPA materials with 100% of the Eu in one oxidation state. To synthesize
pure Eu3+‒BDPA, a chlorine gas atmosphere was required to prevent the reduction of
Eu3+ in the chloride and/or BDPA [7]. Previous work has studied the decomposition of
EuCl3 to EuCl2 in alkali chloride molten salts with chloride ions acting as the oxidant [16,
17]. At the same time, the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ in Eu‒BDPA samples using thermal
treatment under vacuum has also been described [6-8]. Given the results from this work,
the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ in both the chloride phase and BDPA phase is likely for the
samples prepared under vacuum.
It was also of interest to study the dependence of the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ on
the percent of Eu in the total Ln content. This is important for application to separations
since the percentage of Eu in the total amount of Ln will vary both in the raw materials
and during processing if multiple separation stages are used. In order to understand this
dependence, ion exchange reactions between Na‒BDPA and EuCl3‒SmCl3 mixtures were
carried out with varying amounts of Eu and Sm (1:0, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, and 0:1). Figure 4.4 is
a graph of the percent Eu2+ out of the total Eu3+ content as a function of the percent Eu
out of the total Ln content (sum of Eu and Sm). Figure 4.5 is a graph of the percent Eu2+
out of the total Ln content as a function of the percent Eu out of total Ln content. The
results from XPS measurements of Eu/Sm‒BDPA samples prepared through ion
exchange reactions in both air and argon atmospheres are presented in Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4 shows that the amount of Eu2+ relative to Eu3+ increases as the Eu
concentration decreases relative to the total Ln concentration, which is a sum of Eu and
Sm. At the same time, it can be seen in Figure 4.5 that the percentage of Eu2+ does not
appear to increase at all relative to the total Ln concentration. In other words, while the
amount of total Eu in the sample decreases, the amount of Eu2+ in the sample does not
decrease.

4.6 Conclusion
Derivatives of BDPA containing Eu and/or Sm at ratios ranging from 1:0, 33:1,
1:1, 1:3, and 0:1 were prepared through high‒temperature ion exchange reactions with
LnCl3 salts. XPS measurements of the samples were carried out to understand the
oxidation state behavior of Eu and Sm in BDPA as a function of several ion exchange
reaction conditions. It was found that Eu was reduced from Eu3+ to Eu2+ in all instances,
albeit to varying degrees. Ion exchange reactions in air and argon atmospheres at ambient
pressures resulted in the same percentage of Eu as Eu2+, which was 12%. The percentage
of Eu present as Eu2+ was increased to 32% with all reaction conditions the same except
for the sample being sealed under high vacuum in a quartz ampoule. It was therefore
determined that both the presence of oxygen and partial pressure of oxygen play a key
role in the reduction of Eu during ion exchange reactions of LnCl3 salts and Na‒BDPA.
The percentage of Eu present as Eu2+ was found to increase as the ratio of Eu to Sm
decreased in the starting chloride salts. However, the percentage of Eu2+ out of the total
Ln content was found to be stable. The total Ln content loaded into the BDPA samples
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varied only slightly 6 wt %. These trends were found to be true for ion exchange
reactions carried out in both ambient air and high vacuum atmospheric conditions, with
the latter yielding higher percentages of Eu2+ in the final Eu/Sm‒BDPA material. It is
still unclear as to whether the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ occurs in the chloride phase,
BDPA phase, or a combination of thereof. It is likely that the Eu is reduced in the
chloride phase for the samples prepared in argon and air atmospheres. A combination of
the Eu being reduced in the chloride phase and BDPA phase is expected for the samples
prepared under vacuum.
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Chapter 5: Separation of Eu and Sm by ion exchange reactions between molten salts and
beta´´‒alumina
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5.1 Disclosure
This chapter is based on two manuscripts with slight revisions added for
coherence. The first manuscript is in approval process for submission to a journal (in the
ORNL Publication Tracking System). The full list of authors includes Kristian G. Myhre,
Justin R. Knowles, and Miting Du. The role of Kristian G. Myhre was to design and
perform all experiments, process and analyze all data, and prepare the manuscript for
submission. The second manuscript is in preparation for submission to a journal. The full
list of authors includes Kristian G. Myhre, Mihir J. Mehta, and Miting Du. The role of
Kristian G. Myhre was to design and perform all experiments, process and analyze all
data, and prepare the manuscript for submission.

5.2 Abstract
Separations of Eu and Sm were accomplished using ion exchange reactions
between molten chloride salts and the solid electrolyte BDPA. Ion exchange reactions
involving the extraction of Eu and Sm both into and out of BDPA were investigated.
Different exchange salts, atmospheres, and reaction times were investigated. Although
separations of Eu and Sm were accomplished through ion exchange reactions of Eu and
Sm into BDPA, the more effective separations were achieved through ion exchange
reactions that either selectively extracted Eu or Sm out of BDPA. In particular, 38% of
the original Eu content in a sample of BDPA loaded with Eu and Sm with a high
percentage of Eu as Eu2+ was extracted without any detectable Sm.
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5.3 Introduction
The rare earth elements are critical for many applications due to their unique
physicochemical properties; the energy, medical, security, and electronics industries rely
upon them [1-6]. A few examples of their widespread use include Eu in phosphors for
electronics and anti‒counterfeiting of banknotes, Nd and Sm in magnets for electronics,
and Y in solid‒state laser crystals [2]. An important aspect of using the rare earths is the
elemental purity. Miniscule impurities can drastically alter the properties of materials, as
is exemplified by rare earth impurities in Nd magnets. The capability to produce purified
rare earths is founded upon the effectiveness of the separation technologies used.
The separation of the lanthanides from each other is an extremely difficult task
due to their similar physicochemical properties, such as preferred valence state and size
[3-5]. This is especially true for the rare earth elements that are adjacent to each other on
the Periodic Table, such as Eu and Sm. The current methods used industrially to separate
the rare earths from each other fall into the category of solvent extraction [3-5]. Simply,
solvent extraction achieves separations based upon differences in the partition
coefficients of the rare earths between multiple liquid phases. In almost all cases, the
solvent extraction process involves several stages. Additionally, it is very often necessary
for certain rare earth pairs to be further purified using auxiliary methods. This is the case
with Eu and Sm, which are further separated from each other involving a selective
reduction step using a zinc amalgam [3-5]. The typical solvent extraction process results
in the side production of large volumes of chemically complex organic and aqueous
liquid waste that is difficult and expensive to dispose of. Needless to say, it is highly
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desirable from multiple viewpoints, such as cost of production and environmental
management, that more effective and efficient separation technologies be developed.
A novel approach to accomplishing separations of the lanthanides using solid
electrolytes has been explored. This approach involves ion exchange reactions between
BDPA and molten chloride salts. Results from a variety of ion exchange reactions are
presented. Additionally, a theoretical explanation of the separation results from the ion
exchange reactions is presented.

5.4 Materials and Characterization
5.4.1 Materials and Equipment
EuCl3 (anhydrous, 99.99%) and SmCl3 (anhydrous, 99.9%) were purchased from
Alfa Aesar. EuCl3 hydrate (REacton, 99.9% REO) and SmCl3 hydrate (REacton, 99.9%
REO) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Calcium chloride (CaCl2, anhydrous, >97%) and
sodium chloride (NaCl, anhydrous, >99%) were purchased from Sigma‒Aldrich. NH4Cl
(analytical reagent) was purchased from Mallinckrodt. Mixtures of the salts were
produced by grinding the salts together using a mortar and pestle. Na‒BDPA (70 mm x
70 mm x 2 mm) was purchased as large pieces from Ionotec Ltd. The Na‒BDPA used
was magnesium stabilized and produced as a dense polycrystalline ceramic using
electrophoretic deposition techniques. The Na‒BDPA was cut into smaller pieces with
average dimensions of about 2 mm x 2 mm x 1 mm using diamond tooling.
The furnace used to heat the samples was a CV11 series crucible furnace
purchased from the Mellen Company. The furnace is capable of reaching 1100 ˚C. Each
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reaction was carried out in a high‒purity quartz tube. The reactions under vacuum were
carried out using closed quartz tubes sealed under high vacuum. The reactions under an
inert argon gas atmosphere were carried out using a steady flow of argon gas into the
furnace chamber.

5.4.2 Ion Exchange Reactions
Ion exchange reactions between molten salts and BDPA were carried out in quartz
tubes heated inside of a high‒temperature furnace. The starting material was either
purchased Na‒BDPA or previously exchanged BDPA loaded with Eu and Sm. For each
ion exchange reaction, the BDPA ceramic piece was buried completely within the
exchange salt.

5.4.3 Oxidation State Determination
XPS was utilized to determine the oxidation states of Eu and Sm in the BDPA
samples. The XPS measurements were taken using the same set up and methodology
described earlier in Chapter 4. Large survey scans were taken to identify the elements
present in the samples. Subsequently, narrow region scans were taken to obtain higher
resolution data on the peaks of interest.

5.4.4 Quantification of Eu and Sm in BDPA
LIBS measurements were taken before and after ion exchange reactions to
quantify the amount of Eu and Sm in each of the BDPA samples. The data was then
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analyzed using the multivariate approach previously described in Chapter 3 based on the
multivariate PLS linear regression analysis model built from all of the standards in the
calibration set. The RMSE values for Eu and Sm in this model were 0.010 wt % and
0.009 wt %, respectively. The LOD values for Eu and Sm in this model were 0.013 wt %
and 0.005 wt %. The ratio of Eu to Sm at the surface of the samples before and after ion
exchange reactions as determined LIBS analysis was compared to results from XPS. The
measurements from the two techniques were found to be in fairly good agreement. It
should be noted that the analysis depths for XPS and LIBS differ greatly, with XPS
having an analysis depth of about 10 nm and LIBS one of about 1.8 µm (as shown
earlier). The LIBS measurements resulted in obtaining four concentration profiles (one
for each large side of the sample taken before and after ion exchange) per sample. An
example concentration profile is shown in Figure 5.1. The average concentration values
for each sample were then calculated by fitting the concentration profiles with a linear
trend line. The y‒intercept of each trend line equation was taken to be the average
concentration in that sample. This yielded calculated values for the total Eu and Sm
concentrations that were in line with previous NAA measurements of a variety of
Eu/Sm‒BDPA samples.

5.4.5 Separation Efficacy Evaluation
Three different types of values were calculated to evaluate the efficacy of each
ion exchange reaction as a separation of Eu and Sm. Specifically, these values were the
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separation factor, percentage extracted of a given species, and quotient of the distribution
coefficients. The separation factor was calculated using the equation:
SFA =

Af Bi
*
Bf Ai

where Af and Bf are the final concentrations Ai and Bi are the initial concentrations of the
two elements to be separated from each other [6]. The percentage extracted of a given
species was calculated by the subtracting the quotient of the final concentration to the
initial concentration from 1. Finally, the quotient of the distribution coefficients was
calculated using the equation:
Dex =

%EA 1‒%EB
*
%EB 1‒%EA

where %EA and %EB are the percentage extracted of species A and B [6]. It should be
noted that in the separation results presented herein, the quotient of the distribution
coefficients is always put in terms of the species being extracted out of the starting
material.

5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 Driving forces behind ion exchange reactions
Ion exchange reactions between a solid and liquid phase were used to accomplish
a separation of Eu and Sm from each other. The solid phase was BDPA and the liquid
phase was a molten salt, such as EuCl3‒SmCl3 or NaCl. The ion exchange reaction
between ions in BDPA and a molten salt can be represented by
RMn+ +An+ Xn ⇌ RAn+ +Mn+ Xn
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with R represents the BDPA framework, Mn+ is a cation with a positive charge of n, An+
is a cation with a charge of n, and X is an anion with a charge of one [7]. A large molar
excess of the molten salt can be used to drive the reaction to the products side with an
excess of the molten salt remaining (not shown in the above equation). In this work, ion
exchange reactions involving more than two species were investigated. Specifically, the
extraction of Eu and Sm into and out of BDPA under a variety of ion exchange
conditions was investigated. For these ion exchange reactions, there are thermodynamic
and kinetic driving forces involved to varying degrees.
The thermodynamic driving force accomplishes a separation by the fractionation
of one element over another between a molten salt liquid phase and a solid BDPA phase.
In this case, the reaction is thermodynamically driven since the system is given enough
time to equilibrate. The fractionation occurs due to differences in the stabilities of each
species between the BDPA and molten salt phases. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Yao and
Kummer investigated several ion exchange reactions of monovalent cations from molten
salts with Na in the beta‒alumina solid electrolyte [7]. The fractionation of the two
elements involved in the ion exchange reaction occurred due to the stabilities of each
species between the molten salt and solid electrolyte phases. A prime example is that of
K and Na ions exchanging between molten salts and beta‒alumina [7]. For chloride
molten salts, it was found that K favored the molten salt phase and Na the solid
electrolyte phase [7]. Interestingly, the behavior was reversed when an iodide based melt
was used. This behavior was reversed when the chloride melt was replaced with an iodide
based molten salt.
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The second type of ion exchange separation is one accomplished by utilizing
differences in the diffusion coefficients of the Eu and Sm ionic species in BDPA. The
driving force is therefore kinetic in nature. Previous work by Farrington et al. has shown
the conductivity of Eu2+ to be four orders of magnitude higher than Eu3+ in single crystals
of BDPA [8]. The Eu-BDPA single crystals were prepared by performing high
temperature ion exchange reactions between Eu chloride salts and Na-BDPA single
crystals with sizes roughly 3 mm by 2 mm by 0.3 mm in size. A molar excess of Eu was
used in order to fully replace the Na content. The reactions were found to reach
equilibrium, as measured using gravimetric and radiometric methods, with more than
99% of the Na content replaced with Eu after around 24 hours of heating. For the
radiometric measurements, the Na-BDPA starting material was doped with the
radioisotope

22

Na prior to the subsequent reaction with the Eu chloride salts. Although

the conductivity of Sm3+ in BDPA does not appear to have been previously measured, it
could be expected that Sm3+ would have a similar conductivity to Eu3+ given their similar
physicochemical properties [2]. Therefore, Eu2+ should be significantly more mobile than
Sm3+ in the BDPA structure. The difference in diffusion coefficients, which are directly
related to the ionic conductivities, can then possibly be utilized to accomplish a
separation through ion exchange between a cation, such as Na+, in a molten salt and the
Eu and Sm ionic species in Eu/Sm‒BDPA. Similarly, Chapter 6 involves the separation
of Eu and Sm through the selective conduction of Eu2+ from Sm3+.
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5.5.2 Separation of Eu and Sm through extraction into BDPA
Ion exchange reactions between Na‒BDPA and EuCl3‒SmCl3 [50:50] mixtures
were carried out in order to prepare Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting materials for subsequent ion
exchange reactions to selectively extract Eu or Sm out of the BDPA structure. Two sets
of conditions were used to prepare the Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting materials, each resulting in
different amounts of Eu2+ present during the loading of Eu and Sm into the BDPA
samples. For both sets, however, the total lanthanide content loaded into the BDPA was
measured to be about 6 wt % using LIBS. This equates to roughly 1 mg of total Ln
loaded into each BDPA chip. The first batch of samples was prepared by heating several
pieces of Na‒BDPA with a EuCl3‒SmCl3 [50:50] hydrate mixture and an excess amount
of NH4Cl to 700 ˚C for 24 hours under an argon atmosphere. The NH4Cl served to
dehydrate and chlorinate the EuCl3‒SmCl3 [50:50] hydrate mixture. The second batch of
samples involved a slightly more complicated preparation procedure. First, several pieces
of Na‒BDPA were heated to 650 ˚C for 24 hours under an argon atmosphere with a
EuCl3‒SmCl3 [50:50] hydrate mixture and an excess amount of NH4Cl. The samples
were then cleaned of residual powder on them through washing with deionized water.
The Eu/Sm‒BDPA samples were then heated to 900 ˚C for 16 hours under an argon
atmosphere. Originally, the intent was to increase the amount of Eu2+ present in the
Eu/Sm‒BDPA samples. However, the opposite result was observed. Figure 5.2 shows the
Eu 3d regions scanned using XPS of the two different starting material types. The starting
material type prepared using two heating periods had a Eu2+ percentage out of total Eu of
12% as measured on the surface by XPS. The other starting material had a Eu2+
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percentage out of total Eu of 32% as measure on the surface by XPS. In both cases, the
amount of Eu2+ increased with depth as measured by XPS after sputtering the surface
with argon.

5.5.3 Separation of Eu and Sm through extraction out of BDPA
Ion exchange reactions between various molten chloride salts and Eu/Sm‒BDPA
were carried out to investigate the separation of Eu and Sm through selective extraction
out of BDPA. The molten chloride salts investigated were pure NaCl (melting point of
801 ˚C), CsCl‒NaCl [0.807:193] (melting point of 491 ˚C), and CaCl2‒NaCl
[0.521:0.479] (melting point of 504 ˚C) [9]. The ion exchange reactions with NaCl were
carried out at 815 ˚C and those for the other two salts were carried out at 550 ˚C. The
time and atmospheric conditions were varied amongst the numerous separation
experiments. Additionally, the two different starting Eu/Sm‒BDPA materials described
in the previous section were used. A major difference between the two starting Eu/Sm‒
BDPA materials was a higher percentage of Eu2+. The results from the ion exchange
reactions between the described starting materials and chloride salts are given in Tables
5.1 through 5.5. The largest Dex value of 1.3 x 107 with 38% of the Eu being extracted
from the Eu/Sm-BDPA starting material (high Eu2+ content starting) was achieved. No
Sm was detected as being extracted and therefore the Dex value was calculated using the
Sm LOD value of 0.005 wt %. Interestingly, Sm was selectively extracted in all of the ion
exchange reactions with the low Eu2+ content starting material. Overall, the most
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effective separations were accomplished using CsCl-NaCl molten salt as the extraction
salt for both the high and low Eu2+ content starting material.

5.5.4 Separation model
For ion exchange reactions between Na‒BDPA and EuCl3‒SmCl3 [50:50]
mixtures both in air and vacuum, Eu is preferentially extracted into the BDPA structure.
If we assume the Ln and Na species to be equivalent to their metal oxide forms when
introduced into the BDPA structure, this outcome is to be expected from thermodynamic
considerations. With the assumption that mobile ions in the BDPA structure are
equivalent to their oxide forms, the enthalpies for the reactions between EuCl3 and SmCl3
with Na‒BDPA could be estimated to be
2 SmCl3   + 3 Na2 O → Sm2 O3 + 6 NaCl

‒980 kj/mol

2 EuCl3   + 3 Na2 O → Eu2 O3 + 6 NaCl

‒998 kj/mol

using available thermodynamic data [10]. Therefore, Eu would be favored in the BDPA
structure over Sm.
It is important to realize that the difference in stabilities of the Eu and Sm
chlorides in the molten salt phase plays an important role in the ion exchange reactions.
This is evidenced the differences between the ion exchange reactions presented in section
5.5.3 of CsCl-NaCl and CaCl2-NaCl with Eu/Sm-BDPA. In all cases of separations with
the low Eu2+ content Eu/Sm-BDPA, higher separation factors were achieved using CsClNaCl as the extractions salt. If it is assumed that the dominant species to being extracted
out of the low Eu2+ content Eu/Sm-BDPA to be Eu3+ and Sm3+, then this behavior would
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be due to the difference in stabilities of Eu3+ and Sm3+ in the chloride phase. This can be
explained when the relative availability of the chloride anion is considered for each of the
two molten chloride salts, which is significantly higher in the CsCl-NaCl melt than in the
CaCl2-NaCl melt. It has been shown previously that the trivalent lanthanides are fairly
uncoordinated by chloride anions in CaCl2-NaCl melts due to the preferred formation of
the CaCl42- complex compared to the LnCl63- complex [11]. However, the formation of
LnCl63- is preferred in CsCl-NaCl melts since the Cs+ cation is too large to strongly bond
with the chloride anions comparatively to the Ln3+ species [12]. It would therefore be
expected that the Ln3+ is favored in the CsCl-NaCl melt compared to the CaCl2-NaCl
melt.
There are several additional factors that need to be considered when building an
understanding of the mechanics of these separation processes. It is important to realize
that the BDPA has two main lattice sites for mobile cations [13]. One is the Beevers‒
Ross (BR) site and the other is the mid‒Oxygen (mO) site. The BR site is octahedral
(eight-coordinate), which is the most common coordination of trivalent lanthanides in
their respective oxides, whereas the mO site is tetrahedral (four-coordinate) [14-25].
Generally, Ln3+ ions prefer the BR site and typical site occupancies have been measured
to be greater than 90% [15, 19, 20]. This preference comes from the coordination of the
Ln3+ ions and more covalent nature of the bonds in the BR site compared to the mO site,
which has been describe extremely ionic [15, 16, 19, 20]. It has also been noted that the
Ln3+ preference for the BR site increases with decreasing ionic size [17]. Thus, Eu3+ is
favored over Sm3+ in the BR site given the ionic radii for Eu3+ and Sm3+ are 94.7 pm and
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95.8 pm, respectively [26]. Finally, it has interestingly been found in studying mixed
Ln3+/Na+‒BDPA systems that the Na+ will replace the Ln3+ ions in the mO sites before
those in the BR sites [18]. With these considerations in mind, that Eu3+ would be
preferentially extracted into and Sm3+ preferentially extracted out of BDPA makes sense.
Given the drastic differences in the results from ion exchange reactions aiming to
selectively extract either Eu or Sm out of the two different Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting
materials, it appears as if there is a large dependence upon the concentration of Eu2+. This
can be explained by considering the site occupations again. In mixed Eu2+/Eu3+-BDPA
systems, the site occupancies for Eu have been measured to be roughly 70% mO and 30%
BR [25]. If it is assumed that the preference of Eu2+ is also for the BR site compared to
Eu3+ and Sm3+ and Na will exchange with ions in the mO sites first, then there must be
enough Eu2+ present to reside within the BR sites for the Na to exchange with the Eu2+
ions. Thus, it is expected that all or at least the majority of Eu2+ in the low Eu2+ content
starting materials resides in BR sites. It should be pointed out that another explanation is
possible since the Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting material with the lower amount of Eu2+ was
heated to 900 ˚C. This could have resulted in the BDPA structure partially collapsing
within itself, leaving the Eu species trapped within the collapsed BDPA structure. It has
been noted by TANGO et al. that heating can cause significant rearrangement of the
mobile species in BDPA [18]. Future studies using structural characterization and
modeling are needed to better understand the role of the mobile ion site occupancies and
overall structure of BDPA derivatives in the ion exchange reactions.
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5.6 Conclusions
The results from this initial study have shown the development of a novel method
for separating Eu and Sm from each other using ion exchange reactions between molten
chloride salts and the solid electrolyte BDPA. Depending on the conditions of the ion
exchange, separation factors greater than or close to 1.5 can be achieved using selective
extraction of Eu into BDPA. Even greater separations can be achieved through the
selective extraction of Eu or Sm out of Eu/Sm‒BDPA material. The best separation
achieved was the ion exchange between Eu/Sm-BDPA with a high Eu2+ starting content
and CsCl-NaCl at 550 °C in air for 2 hours. However, it is apparent that the extraction of
Eu and Sm from Eu/Sm‒BDPA is greatly influenced by the ratio of Eu2+/Eu3+ in the
starting Eu/Sm-BDPA material. If the Eu2+ content is low enough, then the Sm is
preferentially extracted rather than Eu. It was proposed that this is due to the two lattice
sites within the conduction plane of BDPA. The largest quotient of the distribution
coefficient value was calculated to 1.3 x 107 for the extraction of Eu out of a Eu/Sm‒
BDPA sample with a relatively high percentage of Eu2+ in the starting Eu/Sm-BDPA
material. Further studies are needed to confirm the findings described herein. It is
suggested that future work include a robust investigation through structural
characterization and modeling techniques. It is especially of interest to better understand
the role of site occupancies in the separations.
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Chapter 6: Reduction of Eu in molten CsCl‒MgCl2 and subsequent separation from Sm
using a beta´´‒alumina membrane
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6.1 Disclosure
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prepare the manuscript for submission.

6.2 Abstract
Electrolysis through a solid electrolyte BDPA membrane was utilized to achieve
fast and high‒quality separation of Eu from Sm. A mixture of Eu2O3 and Sm2O3 was
dissolved in a molten CsCl‒MgCl2 eutectic at 550 ˚C under an argon atmosphere. In this
molten salt mixture, the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ appears to have occurred
spontaneously. A voltage was applied across the electrochemical cell for a short period of
time to selectively conduct the Eu2+ into the BDPA membrane. Analysis of the starting
solution, ending solution, and BDPA membrane using LIBS indicates that a nearly
complete separation of Eu from Sm was achieved. LIBS was used to quantify the amount
of Eu and Sm in the BDPA membrane after electrolysis. The separation factor of Eu was
calculated to be 940 with a percent error of 9.8 % and total Eu recovery of 5.3%.

6.3 Introduction
There are several instances of solid electrolytes being used as membranes for
separations [1-8]. Oxide ion conducting solid electrolytes have been used in oxygen
pumps, which produce purified oxygen from air [1, 2]. The separation of Li+ from
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aqueous solutions, such as mixed alkali halide solutions and seawater, has also been
investigated [3, 4]. Researchers at Sandia National Laboratory have even investigated the
use of Li and K ion conducting solid electrolytes to separate Li and K from used
pyroprocessing salt waste streams [5]. It does not appear, however, that solid electrolytes
have been previously investigated to selectively separate multivalent cations from each
other using selective superionic conduction through or into a solid electrolyte membrane.
A difficult aspect of working with molten chloride salts as a high‒temperature
solvent and the lanthanide chlorides is their oxygen/moisture sensitivity. Without the use
of carefully prepared reagents and an inert atmosphere glove box, it can be essentially
impossible to dissolve lanthanide oxides into molten chloride salts in a normal fume hood
or other place with ambient conditions. This is because the lanthanide chlorides quickly
react to become insoluble oxychlorides in the presence of oxygen and/or moisture [9-11].
It is often the case that extreme chemical methods need to be used to insure the
dissolution of the lanthanide oxides into molten chloride salts. These include sparging
with Cl2 or dry HCl as well as the addition of solid chlorinating agents, such as ZrCl4 [12,
13]. A couple instances of adding small amounts MgCl2 to molten alkali halide salt
mixtures has been used to dissolve lanthanide oxides [14, 15]. The use of MgCl2 is
preferable to the other mentioned methods of chlorinating the lanthanide oxides for use in
scaled up hot cell operations given the more mundane nature of MgCl2. The chlorination
of Sm2O3 and Eu2O3 by MgCl2 should be thermodynamically favored given the
calculated heats of reaction
3 MgCl2 + Sm2O3 à 2 SmCl3 + 3 MgO

–115 kj/mol
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3 MgCl2 + Eu2O3 à 2 EuCl3 + 3 MgO

–97 kj/mol

which can be calculated using available thermodynamic data [16].
The dissolution of Eu2O3 and Sm2O3 into a molten CsCl‒MgCl2 [0.807:0.193]
eutectic was investigated for use as a starting solution for the separation of Eu and Sm
using the solid electrolyte membrane approach. The CsCl-MgCl2 eutectic with a melting
point of 491 °C was chosen instead of pure MgCl2 because of the lower melting
temperature. Pure MgCl2 has a melting temperature of 714 °C [17]. The Cs is not
expected to interfere with the chlorination since the Cs+ ion is very large and does not
strongly bond with chloride anions [18]. Additionally, the Cs+ ion is too large to be
incorporated into the BDPA structure and should not interfere with the conduction of the
Ln species [19].

6.4 Materials and Characterization
6.4.1 Materials
MgCl2 was purchased from Sigma‒Aldrich. CsCl was purchased from Alfa Aesar.
Eu2O3 and Sm2O3 were purchased from Sigma‒Aldrich. The CsCl and MgCl2 were
weighed out and mixed together using a mortar and pestle to make a CsCl‒MgCl2
[0.807:0.193] mixture, which was then stored in an oven at over 100 ˚C for several days
before use. Eu2O3, Sm2O3, and the CsCl‒MgCl2 mixture were mixed together using a
mortar and pestle to make a mixture containing about 0.8 wt % of both Eu2O3 and Sm2O3.
Glassy carbon electrodes were used as electrodes and were purchased from HTW
(Germany). A Na‒BDPA disc (10 mm diameter, 1 mm thick) was purchased from
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Ionotec, Ltd. PELCO high‒temperature carbon paste was purchased from Ted Pella, Inc.
The Na‒BDPA disc was attached to a quartz basket using the carbon paste as directed to
attach ceramics to quartz. Figure 6.1 is a picture of the quartz basket with the Na‒BDPA
disc attached resting in the quartz container.

6.4.2 Dissolution of Eu2O3 and Sm2O3
Cyclic voltammetry was used to measure the dissolution of Eu2O3 and Sm2O3 into
a molten CsCl‒MgCl2 mixture at 550 ˚C. A scan speed of 1 V s‒1 was used.
Measurements were taken every 15 minutes after the furnace had equilibrated for 1 hour
at 550 ˚C. The potentiostat used is a Versastat3-200 Advanced DC Voltammetry System
which was purchased from Princeton Applied Research. Throughout the entire
experiment, a steady flow of argon gas into the furnace chamber was maintained.

6.4.3 Electrolysis
After the CsCl‒MgCl2‒Eu2O3‒Sm2O3 mixture had been given 1 hour to
equilibrate, 5 V was applied across the electrochemical cell for 20 minutes. Afterwards,
the voltage and furnace were turned off. The sample was let to cool with the flow of
argon gas continuing.

6.4.4 Quantification of separation
LIBS was used to quantify the amount of Eu and Sm that had been
electrochemically implanted into the BDPA membrane. The photoemission line at
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412.941 nm was used for Eu and the one at 425.624 nm was used for Sm. Both peaks
were background subtracted and normalized to the Al photoemission peak at 308.205 nm.
Multiple spots on the BDPA membrane were measured in order to better estimate the
bulk content of Eu. The method for calculating the concentration of Eu and Sm in an
alumina matrix is using the mentioned photoemission lines is outlined in Chapter 3. Part
of the BDPA membrane measured to have Eu in it was able to be recovered without any
visible amounts of carbon paste. The recovered Eu-BDPA pieces were then weighed to
calculate a percent recovery of Eu.

6.5 Results and Discussion
Figure 6.3 shows a cyclic voltammogram taken of a CsCl‒MgCl2‒Eu2O3‒Sm2O3
mixture at 550 ˚C under an argon atmosphere. Two redox couples can be seen, which
correspond to the Eu3+/Eu2+ and Sm3+/Sm2+ redox pairs. The presence of these redox
pairs indicates that at least some of the Eu2O3 and Sm2O3 had dissolved into the CsCl‒
MgCl2 molten salt. The first cyclic voltammogram was taken after the sample had been
let to heat at 550 ˚C for 1 hour. After several subsequent measurements, it appeared that
the dissolution of the lanthanide oxides was either complete or at equilibrium from the
very first measurement since no change was noticed.
After electrolysis of the solid electrolyte membrane cell at 5 V for 20 minutes, the
furnace and power supply were turned off and let to cool. Once cooled, the
electrochemical cell was disassembled using a small amount of water to separate the
solidified salts and quartz cell pieces. LIBS measurements were then performed on the
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BDPA membrane with the measurements being taken on the side exposed to the
receiving solution, as shown in Figure 6.2. The separation factor was then calculated
using univariate analysis methodology described in Chapter 3. Part of the BDPA
membrane measured to have Eu in it was then physically separated from the quartz
basket that it was pasted to. The recovered Eu-BDPA pieces were measured to contain
roughly 6 wt % Eu and a total of 6% of the original Eu content was measured to be
recovered in the Eu/Sm-BDPA membrane. This corresponds to 5.3 mg of Eu recovered
from the [50:50] mixture of Eu and Sm oxide.

6.6 Conclusions
A fast and high‒quality separation of Eu and Sm was accomplished using the
solid electrolyte BDPA as a selective membrane to conduct Eu2+ from a mixture of CsCl‒
MgCl2 with Eu2O3 and Sm2O3 dissolved into it. The Eu3+ appears to have been reduced to
Eu2+ spontaneously within the CsCl‒MgCl2 molten salt. This could occur through the
precipitation of MgO, thereby leaving excess chloride to reduce the Eu3+ through the
formation of Cl2. A separation factor of 940 with a percent error of 9.8% was achieved.
5.3 mg of Eu was recovered from about 0.2 g of a [50:50] mixture of Eu and Sm oxide
dissolved in CsCl-MgCl2. There was no detectable amount of Sm with the separated Eu.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and recommendations
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7.1 Important conclusions
Solid electrolytes have been shown to be useful in separating the f‒elements from
each other in two ways through separations of Eu and Sm. The first method utilizes ion
exchange reactions between molten salts and the solid electrolyte BDPA. The second
method utilizes selective ionic conduction of Eu2+ into a solid electrolyte BDPA
membrane. The initial studies presented herein have provided a promising proof‒of‒
concept demonstration and laid the groundwork for future studies in this exciting area of
separation chemistry. It is expected that similar separations could be achieved for the
other trivalent lanthanides as well as the minor actinides.

7.2 Recommendations for future work
Although these studies have answered the question of whether or not solid
electrolytes can be used to accomplish separations involving the f‒elements, there are
numerous areas in which future research and development efforts could and should
explore.
The work presented in Chapter 3 demonstrates the usefulness of LIBS to
qualitatively and quantitatively analyze samples that are difficult to digest, such as
BDPA, and have multiple f‒elements present, which produce complex and often
overlapping spectra. Future studies on LIBS to analyze difficult to digest samples
containing the f‒elements should be undertaken. However, before quantitative studies can
be carried out it is crucial that the LIBS emission spectra for f-elements be expanded to
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include all of the lanthanides and actinides. Currently, there is a lack of data in the
literature on the LIBS emission spectra actinides, particularly the transuranics.
The work presented in Chapter 4 investigated the oxidation state behavior of Eu
and Sm in BDPA. It would be very interesting to study the oxidation state behavior of
other f‒elements, both separately and in mixed samples, in the BDPA structure. Given the
unique stability of divalent Eu, the reduction of other f‒elements in the BDPA structure is
of interest and quite possible. Studies synthesizing and characterizing a wide range of
compositions under varied conditions should be undertaken. This could lead to an
improved understanding of f‒element chemistry as well as advanced materials for use in
optics and separations. A robust effort to characterize structural dependence of the
oxidation state behavior of Eu and other f-elements in BDPA should also be carried out.
The role that site occupancy plays in the reduction and stabilization of Eu in BDPA is
still unclear. In particular, studies using X-ray/neutron diffraction, Tunneling Electron
Microscopy and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy techniques would particularly useful
in elucidating this behavior.
The studies reported in Chapter 5 discussed the development of a novel f‒element
separation chemistry using ion exchange reactions between the BDPA solid electrolyte
and molten chloride salts. The ion exchange reactions were shown to be dependent upon
the processing history of the BDPA samples, exchange salts, reaction times, and
atmospheric conditions. It is recommended that future studies investigate the use of this
separation chemistry to accomplish separations other than those discussed herein. Future
studies should also investigate the use of other solid electrolyte materials to accomplish
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separations, such as beta‒ and beta″‒ferrite as well as Sc2(WO4)3‒type materials that
have also been shown to conduct lanthanides [1-6]. Included should be an in‒depth
investigation of the structural properties of the solid electrolyte materials and how they
correlate with the separation dynamics. It is recommended that modeling efforts be
performed in parallel with experimental studies. Specifically, it is of interest to gain an
in-depth understanding of the conduction mechanism
Finally, Chapter 6 showed the exciting possibility of using a Na‒BDPA as a
membrane to selectively conduct certain species. Specifically, the separation of Eu and
Sm by selective conduction of Eu2+ was accomplished with a high separation factor of
940.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of laser and spectrometers
Laser Characteristics
Wavelength

1064 nm

Energy per pulse

161 ± 2.25 mJ

Spectrometer Characteristics
Wavelength ranges (nm)

FWHM (nm)

182.27 to 314.30

0.06

314.31 to 909.37

0.18
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Table 3.2: Wavelengths of the emission lines used for univariate analysis
Element

Wavelength (nm)

Reference(s)

Eu
Eu
Eu
Sm
Sm
Sm
Al
Al

390.693
412.941
663.362
425.624
431.870
474.556
308.205
309.281

[8]
[8,9]
This work
This work
This work
This work
[12]
[12]
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Figure 3.1: Full energy range spectra of (a) pure Al2O3 pellet, (b) Al2O3 pellet containing
Eu2O3 at 5.320 wt %, (c) Al2O3 pellet containing Sm2O3 at 5.170 wt %, and (d) Al2O3
pellet containing both Eu2O3 at 5.300 wt % and Sm2O3 at 5.170 wt %.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 continued.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1 continued.
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Figure 3.2: SLR calibration curves with the highest R2 values for: (a) Eu in Eu2O3‒Al2O3
using the Eu 663.362 nm emission line normalized to a nearby background region;
(b) Sm in Sm2O3‒Al2O3 using the Sm 474.556 nm emission line normalized using the Al
308.205 nm emission line; (c) Eu in Eu2O3‒Sm2O3‒Al2O3 using the Eu 390.693 nm
emission line normalized to the Al 308.205 nm emission line; and (d) Sm in Eu2O3‒
Sm2O3‒Al2O3 using the Sm 425.624 nm emission line normalized to the Al 309.281 nm
emission line. The error bars represent the standard deviation for the measurements
averaged to give the point on the graph.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2 continued.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2 continued.
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Table 3.3: Figures of merit for the Eu and Sm calibration curves built using univariate
SLR analysis.

Univariate SLR Analysis for Single Element Samples
RMSE
Emission Line Normalization R2
(wt %)
Eu390.693
Background
0.7670 0.023
Eu390.693
Al308.205
0.9192 0.013
Eu390.693
Al309.281
0.9218 0.012
Eu412.941
Background
0.7649 0.023
Eu412.941
Al308.205
0.9255 0.012
Eu412.941
Al309.281
0.9283 0.012
Eu663.362
Background
0.9314 0.012
Eu663.362
Al308.205
0.8860 0.015
Eu663.362
Al309.281
0.8966 0.014

LOD
(wt %)
0.006
0.002
0.012
0.005
0.001
0.010
0.008
0.004
0.037

Sm425.624
Sm425.624
Sm425.624
Sm431.870
Sm431.870
Sm431.870
Sm474.556
Sm474.556
Sm474.556

0.018
0.006
0.053
0.023
0.007
0.050
0.054
0.025
0.183

Background
Al308.205
Al309.281
Background
Al308.205
Al309.281
Background
Al308.205
Al309.281

0.8565
0.9736
0.9711
0.8338
0.9710
0.9682
0.9185
0.9775
0.9745

0.017
0.064
0.007
0.018
0.007
0.008
0.012
0.006
0.007
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Table 3.4: Figures of merit for the mixed Eu and Sm calibration curves built using
univariate SLR analysis.

Univariate SLR Analysis for Multi‒Element Samples
RMSE
Emission Line Normalization R2
(wt %)
Eu390.693
Background
0.8830 0.006
Eu390.693
Al308.205
0.9797 0.002
Eu390.693
Al309.281
0.9939 0.001
Eu412.941
Background
0.8481 0.007
Eu412.941
Al308.205
0.9476 0.004
Eu412.941
Al309.281
0.9694 0.003
Eu664.362
Background
0.9321 0.005
Eu664.362
Al308.205
0.9528 0.004
Eu664.362
Al309.281
0.9508 0.004
Sm425.624
Background
0.9218 0.005
Sm425.624
Al308.205
0.9801 0.002
Sm425.624
Al309.281
0.9831 0.002
Sm431.870
Background
0.9015 0.006
Sm431.870
Al308.205
0.9745 0.003
Sm431.870
Al309.281
0.9400 0.004
Sm474.556
Background
0.9651 0.003
Sm474.556
Al308.205
0.9709 0.003
Sm474.556
Al309.281
0.9680 0.003

LOD
(wt %)
0.010
0.004
0.032
0.028
0.006
0.038
0.035
0.015
0.108
0.013
0.002
0.013
0.010
0.001
0.010
0.011
0.005
0.040
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Figure 3.3: Multivariate calibration curves built using PLS regression analysis for
determining the concentration of: (a) Eu from the Eu2O3‒Al2O3 single element standards;
(b) Sm from the Sm2O3‒Al2O3 single element standards; (c) Sm from the Al2O3 and
Eu2O3‒Sm2O3‒Al2O3 multi‒element standards; (d) Eu from the Al2O3 and Eu2O3‒
Sm2O3‒Al2O3 multi‒element standards; (e) Sm from all of the standards; and (f) Eu from
all of the standards.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3 continued.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3 continued.
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(e)

(f)

Figure 3.3 continued.
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Figure 3.4: Percentage of the total residual variance as a function of the number of
principal components for the calibration curves built using PLS regression analysis of the
LIBS spectra data from (a) the Eu2O3‒Al2O3 single element standards, (b) the Sm2O3‒
Al2O3 single element standards, (c) the Al2O3 and Eu2O3‒Sm2O3‒Al2O3 multi‒element
standards, and (d) all of the standards.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4 continued.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4 continued.
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Table 3.5: Figures of merit for the calibration curves built using PLS regression analysis.

Multivariate PLS Analysis for Eu
Standards

PC Factors

R2

Single element
Multi‒element
All

5
3
4

0.9619
0.9385
0.9083

RMSE
(wt %)
0.008
0.005
0.010

LOD
(wt %)
0.019
0.014
0.013

RMSE
(wt %)
0.008
0.005
0.009

LOD
(wt %)
0.015
0.014
0.005

Multivariate PLS Analysis for Sm
Standards

PC Factors

R2

Single element
Multi‒element
All

4
3
4

0.9598
0.9383
0.9317
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Figure 4.1: Spectra obtained from full survey scans of Eu/Sm‒BDPA produced from ion
exchange of Na‒BDPA with EuCl3‒SmCl3 [50:50] at 650 °C for 24 hours under an argon
atmosphere. The Eu and Sm 3d regions are highlighted.
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Figure 4.2: Spectra of the Eu 3d spectral line regions from the XPS measurements of
Eu/Sm‒BDPA (Eu to Sm ratio of 1:1) synthesized under an atmosphere of (a) air, (b)
argon, (c) vacuum, and (d) argon with an excess of NH4Cl.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. 2 continued.
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(c)
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Figure 4.2 continued.
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Figure 4.3: Spectra of the Sm 3d and spectral line regions from the XPS measurements of
Eu/Sm‒BDPA (Eu to Sm ratio of 1:1) synthesized under an atmosphere of (a) static air,
(b) flowing argon gas, (c) static vacuum, and (d) argon with an excess of NH4Cl.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 continued.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3 continued.
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Figure 4.4: Percent Eu2+of the total Eu content as a function of the percent of Eu of the
total Ln content in Eu/Sm‒BDPA derivatives synthesized in air (blue line) and vacuum
(red line).
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Figure 4.5: Percent Eu2+of the total Ln content as a function of the percent Eu of the total
Ln content in Eu/Sm‒BDPA derivatives synthesized in air (blue line) and vacuum (red
line).
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Figure 5.1: Concentration of Eu and Sm as a function of distance into a Eu/Sm‒BDPA
sample produced from an ion exchange reaction between Na‒BDPA, EuCl3‒SmCl3
hydrate, and an excess of NH4Cl at 700 ˚C for 24 hours under an argon atmosphere.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: XPS spectra of the Eu 3d regions in Eu/Sm‒BDPA samples prepared by ion
exchange of Na‒BDPA with EuCl3‒SmCl3 [50:50] hydrate mixtures and excess NH4Cl
under argon atmospheres for 24 hours. The samples were designated as having (a) low
Eu2+ and (b) high Eu2+ content.
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Table 5.1: Results from ion exchange reactions at 815 °C between molten NaCl and
Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting materials with low Eu2+ content.

Atmosphere

Time (h)

% Eu
Extracted

% Sm
Extracted

SFSm

SFEu

Dex

Air
Air
Argon
Argon
Vacuum
Vacuum

2
24
2
24
2
24

20%
12%
8%
12%
10%
13%

57%
31%
27%
38%
37%
36%

0.5
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7

1.9
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.4
1.4

5.3
3.5
4.2
4.6
5.4
3.8
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Table 5.2: Results from ion exchange reactions at 550 °C between molten CsCl‒NaCl
and Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting materials with low Eu2+ content.

Atmosphere

Time (h)

% Eu
Extracted

% Sm
Extracted

SFSm

SFEu

Dex

Air
Air
Argon
Vacuum

2
24
24
24

15%
4%
11%
11%

55%
52%
33%
14%

0.5
0.5
0.7
1.0

1.8
2.0
1.3
1.0

7.0
25.5
4.0
1.3
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Table 5.3: Results from ion exchange reactions at 550 °C between molten CaCl2‒NaCl
and Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting materials with low Eu2+ content.

Atmosphere

Time (h)

% Eu
Extracted

% Sm
Extracted

SFSm

SFEu

Dex

Air
Air
Argon
Vacuum

2
24
24
24

18%
10%
2%
15%

45%
44%
3%
16%

0.7
0.6
1.0
1.0

1.5
1.6
1.0
1.0

3.8
6.8
1.3
1.0
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Table 5.4: Results from ion exchange reactions at 550 °C between molten CsCl‒NaCl
and Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting materials with high Eu2+ content.

Atmosphere

Time (h)

% Eu
Extracted

% Sm
Extracted

SFSm

Air
2
38%
~0%*
1.7
Argon
24
~0%*
6%
0.7
Vacuum
2
35%
32%
1.1
Vacuum
24
16%
29%
0.8
* values at or below the LOD of 0.005 wt % Sm or 0.013 wt % Eu.

SFEu

Dex

0.6
1.5
1.0
1.2

1.3E+07
510.0
1.2
2.1
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Table 5.5: Results from ion exchange reactions at 550 °C between molten CaCl2‒NaCl
and Eu/Sm‒BDPA starting materials with high Eu2+ content.

Atmosphere

Time (h)

% Eu
Extracted

% Sm
Extracted

SFSm

Air
2
~0%*
~0%*
~
Argon
24
~0%*
~0%*
~
Vacuum
2
35%
30%
0.9
Vacuum
24
16%
18%
1.0
* values at or below the LOD of 0.005 wt % Sm or 0.013 wt % Eu.

SFEu

Dex

~
~
1.1
1.0

~
~
1.3
0.9
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Beevers-Ross (BR) site
Mid-Oxygen (mO) site

Figure 5.3: Graphical representation the conduction plane in the BDPA structure as an
aerial view. The black circles in the middle of each hexagon denote the pillar oxygen
species.
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Figure 6.1: Picture of the quartz used for the electrolytic separation of Eu from Sm. The
Na‒BDPA disc is pasted into the quartz using a high‒temperature carbon paste from
PELCO.
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Figure 6.3: Cyclic voltammogram of CsCl‒MgCl2‒Eu2O3‒Sm2O3 at taken 1 V s‒1 with
glassy carbon rods as the electrodes. The measurements were taken at 550 °C under a
flow of argon gas.
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Figure 6.4: Picture of the receiving solution side of the electrochemical cell showing the
green coloration of the BDPA indicative of the presence of Eu2+. The LIBS analysis spot
is highlighted with a red see‒through dot to show where the LIBS spectra were acquired.
An example spectrum is included in the picture.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Zoomed in regions from (a) 410 nm to 415 nm and (b) 420 nm to 430 nm of
LIBS spectra acquired from measurement of the receiving solution side of the Na‒BDPA
membrane showing the presence of Eu and absence of Sm.
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